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Not every person needs a large lavish wedding; small weddings are gaining 

popularity these days as individuals decide to encircle themselves with simply their 

dearest friends and family. An intimate wedding celebration allows you to add 

more personal touches in organizing and can concentrate on making an 

extraordinary experience for you and your guests. 

 

One of the significant parts of wedding planning is finding the perfect venue for 

your special day. Planning a small wedding gives you a lot of opportunities to be 

creative and more personal with decorating the places. So from the award winning 

wedding  planners in Dubai, here are some of the venue ideas that will assist you 

with arranging and sort out an ideal wedding function. 

Home Sweet Home 

You won’t able to find a perfect wedding venue much intimate and special than 

your own home, says the best wedding planner, Dubai. The best thing about 

getting hitched in your own space is that you can have power over each part of 

your wedding. It will be much easier to plan a wedding at your own home if it is 



spacious and can accommodate guests effortlessly. It will be really great to create 

the incredible moments of your special day at a place that is close to your heart.  

 

Great Outdoors 

Whether it’s your backyard, terrace, garden or a camping ground by the sea, you 

won’t feel out of place among the beauty of nature. The wedding will be more 

intimate with a natural backdrop. Leading wedding organizer in Dubai says you 

can decorate the venue by stringing lights on trees, creating arches with branches 

and flowers and using lawn chairs for seating. You can also set up outdoor games 

as part of the nature inspired celebration. 

Small Function Banquets and Halls 

Top wedding planners in UAE says that you can create more intimate moments 

of your special day with small function spaces like wedding banquets or 

community halls rather than opting for larger than life wedding venues. These 

properties offer numerous advantages with first class administration to ensure that 

your guests have an unforgettable time. The most critical advantage is that you can 

have the occasion in any day, regardless of the climate. You can alter everything as 

per your own requirements for the ideal celebration. 



 

La Table Events is the premier wedding planners UAE who help you paint your 

imagination with a profound planning and design process. With a team of 

architects, designers and well experienced Best wedding planners Dubai La Table 

Events create a full theme and concept and transforms your special day into a 

magnificent celebration.  

 

http://www.latableevents.ae/

